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Abstract—To relieve the current overload of cellular networks
caused by the continuously growing multimedia service, mobile
edge collaboration, which exploits edge users to distribute videos
for base station (BS), provides an effective way to share the
heavy BS load. With the emergence of mobile edge technologies
for Internet of Things (IoT) applications such as device-to-device
(D2D), and machine to machine (M2M), how to exploit users’
social characteristics and mobility to minimize the number of
transmissions of BS and how to improve the quality of experience
(QoE) of users have become the key challenges. In this paper,
we study two aspects that are critical to these issues. One is
the two-step detection mechanism, namely the establishment
of virtual communities and collaborative clusters. Specifically,
we take into consideration user preference for content and
location. First of all, a virtual community is established, which
exploits the coalition game based on the user’s preference list to
dynamically divide users into multiple communities. Then, to take
full advantage of the temporary link established between users,
a grid-based clustering method is proposed to manage the video
requesting users. On the other hand, we propose a Scalable Video
Coding (SVC) sharing scheme based on user’s social attributes.
This approach makes video distribution more flexible at the
edge of mobile network through collaboration among users, and
effectively reduces transmission energy consumption of transmit-
ters. Numerical results show that the proposed mechanism can
not only effectively alleviate the BS load, but also dramatically
improve the reliability and adaptability of video distribution.

Index Terms—Mobile edge collaboration, scalable video cod-
ing, video distribution, multicast, energy-efficient, user attributes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapidly increasing number of mobile users and
wireless multimedia applications, the limited spectrum

resources and ever-growing service requirements have become
the main problems in mobile communications. According
to Cisco’s latest Visual Networking Index (VNI) report, the
global mobile data traffic will increase nearly 11-fold from
2014 to 2019, of which mobile video services will account for
nearly 75% [1]. In order to cope with this ongoing increasing
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mobile data demand, mobile edge computing (MEC) is intro-
duced by the ETSI Industry Specification Group (ISG), which
provides an information technology service environment and
cloud computing capabilities within the radio access network
(RAN) at the edge of mobile network [2]- [5]. It has the
potential to significantly reduce latency, ensure highly effi-
cient network operation, enhance the utilization of network
resources, and optimize user experience.

In addition, the growing demand for video services from
users which cause serious BS overloads eventually. Neverthe-
less, an enormous amount of duplicate content requirements
exist in the local service [6]. Many studies suggest the close re-
lationship between click-though rate (CTR) and popularity of a
given video and follow the Zipf distribution [7]. According to
the architecture of the current mobile communication network,
BS needs to allocate resources in time and frequency domain
for each user demand respectively, and sends the same content
to individual users repeatedly [8]. Obviously, for multimedia
service with bulk of data, such a service model is bound
to cause a great waste of network energy [9]. Meanwhile,
redundant content transmission makes the available spectrum
resources extremely limited, which leads to a rapid decline in
the quality of experience (QoE).

Currently, there are two main methods to solve the above-
mentioned problems: 1) Significant improvement of the
physical-layer link capacity between transmitter and receiver.
However, the limited spectrum resources are insufficient to
satisfy the explosive growth of multimedia services; 2) De-
crease of the cell size to improve the efficiency of radio
resources. Although this approach can enhance the capacity
of the cellular capacity, the cost of establishing new cell sites
and providing associated backhaul will increase accordingly.

Device-to-device (D2D) communications, as defined in
3GPP, enable the physically proximal device to transmit data
directly over a short range under the control of BS [10]. By
using D2D technology to distribute multimedia data at the
edge of network in a collaborative manner, the scarcity of
network resources caused by the large-scale concurrent multi-
media data transmission can be resolved fundamentally. Based
on the conception of MEC, we propose a next-generation
collaboration architecture that lies at the edge of the cellular
network-Mobile Edge Collaboration technology, which trans-
fers some functions from the core network to edge network
and relieves the burden of the network by using temporary
links established between edge users. Compared with the
traditional cellular communication, the edge computing mode
based on D2D communications has the following advantages
[11], [12]: 1) Due to the short range characteristic of the
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D2D communications, the energy consumption and video
transmission delay can be effectively reduced; 2) Through the
cooperation between D2D users, not only a large number of
transmission resources can be reduced, but also the BS load
can be alleviated; and 3) Owing to the D2D users, the limited
spectrum resources of the cellular system can be multiplexed,
which can effectively improve resource utilization, and then
the system capacity can be greatly enhanced.

Though D2D communications can offload BS traffic and
further enhance the spectrum utilization, applying D2D-based
edge computing method to solve the problem of massive video
still faces following challenges [13]: 1) Video sharing typically
introduces additional energy overheads for the transmitter, how
to trade off the consumption and willingness of video sharing;
2) Due to the different preferences of users for the quality of
multimedia playback, how to adapt to the needs of different
video services; 3) The network environment is complex and
dynamical, how to overcome the impact of channel errors
and packet loss during network transmission; and 4) The
connection between users has dynamic characteristics, and
the movement will make the D2D link exhibits discontinuous
features in time and space domain. In addition, users in cellular
communication systems have significant social attributes [14]-
[16]. The difference of social relationships among users lead to
various transmission preferences for them, which will provide
different service priorities for receiving user.

To solve the above problems, a video distribution mech-
anism based on dynamic social mobile edge collaboration
is proposed in this paper. According to the similarity de-
gree of user’s interest, the logical relationship among users
are analyzed and virtual communities are constructed in a
distributed manner. Besides, by using SVC technology, such
video stream is divided into a multi-layer nested bitstream,
which consists of a base layer and multiple enhancement layers
[17]. Specifically, users send requests to BS in a group or
virtual community manner according to their physical location
to reduce redundant transmission. During a subsequent video
transmission, in order to avoid packet loss caused by channel
differences, multiple levels of bitstream can be provided for
respective users according to the energy state of each user’s
device and its current location. Subsequently, to meet the
user experience requirements, additional enhancement layer
data is further forwarded to the user based on the logical
relationship between users in the best effort manner, namely
user attributes are used to control encoded data forwarding.
The main contributions are as follows:

• By analyzing the similarity degree of user interest in
different contents, a distributed logical relation detection
method is proposed. Using coalition games, the users are
dynamically divided into different virtual communities,
which makes the analysis results have dynamic evolution
characteristics. Furthermore, according to the geograph-
ical distribution and the residual energy of users, the
set of cooperative transmission users can be reasonably
established for video requesting users.

• The SVC sharing mechanism based on the social char-
acteristics of users is proposed in this paper, which can
transmit the video data between users at various bitrates.

The user can decide what to share in the local cache
according to the similarity of proximity ones, which not
only avoids redundant transmission, but also effectively
reduces the transmission energy consumption of transmit-
ters.

• A multicast mechanism based on the energy consumption
of BS is employed in this paper. Under this scenario, the
highest link rate in the cluster is selected as the multicast
rate to obtain the optimal cooperative cluster numberλ,
which is combined with the SVC for selectively receiving
the enhancement layers among users. The reasonable
value ofλ balances the relationship between user’s QoE
and BS load; moreover, video distribution can be achieved
more flexible and adapt to dynamic features of edge
distribution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents an overview of the previous work related to user at-
tributes and energy efficiency in D2D communications. A grid-
based clustering method based on game theory is presented in
Section III. Section IV, a user attribute aware video distribution
mechanism using SVC is proposed. Finally, simulation results
are analyzed in Section V, and the conclusions are reached in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, there has been much effort on the video distri-
bution over wireless networks. In general, previous works
on this problem have typically assumed that users in each
community can communicate with each other locally, and
users are distributed uniformly in the cell. The assumption,
however, is impractical for real D2D application scenarios. The
relative works about data transmission based on user attributes
and energy efficiency D2D communications are introduced
below.

The random mobility of cellular users and dynamic de-
vice trajectories make the multicast structure dynamical, the
connections between users unstable and the data transmission
process frequently interrupted [18]. In [19], a reliable D2D
multicast algorithm is proposed to ensure that every user
receives the data correctly. The works in [20], [21] pointed out
that the cellular data distribution can be achieved through D2D
opportunistic deliveries, which could reduce the BS load and
enhance the data transmission efficiency. The work in [22],
D2D communication was used to improve the performance
of multicast transmission in cellular networks. The authors
proposed to use D2D communications inside the clusters
to enhance the multicast performance. The work in [23], a
heuristic algorithm was proposed, that used the history of
user mobility of the previous day to identify a target set of
users for the cellular deliveries. In [24] developed the incentive
compatible contracts to encourage users to participate in data
acquisition and distributed computing programs. The authors
in [25] exploited social community to design efficient data
forwarding in delay tolerant networks. Local users are very
likely to request same video services and the resulting repeated
multimedia data transmission consumes massive network re-
sources in the traditional cellular network, which notably
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affects delay and efficiency of the transmission process [26],
[27]. The common assumption of these previous studies for
cooperative D2D communications is that all users are willing
to help any other user. However, D2D communications would
incur significant energy consumption, there is no sufficient
reason to assume that all users would cooperate with each
other, especially for video service with bulk of data.

Much effort has been made in the literature to improve
energy efficiency. The work in [22] proposed a buffering
mechanism to offload and alleviate the heavy (BS) load. When
a user device receives a content request, it directly checks
the buffer of itself or its neighbors. To reduce of the energy
consumption of BS in a video transmission and sharing sce-
nario, in [28] proposed to construct in-band underlaying D2D
clusters where the total energy consumption of each cluster is
constrained. The works in [29]- [31] proposed several resource
allocation algorithms based on game theory to improve the
energy efficiency of D2D communication system. In [32], the
author proposed a user group partition algorithm based on the
coalitional game, which saves the total energy of the system
by cooperation among users. However, this approach is largely
limited by the geographical location of user device.

To summarize, it is different from our work, since we carried
the comprehensive consideration on the energy consumption
of BS, social attribute and physical location of users, as well
as cooperation between edge users. In addition, we propose
a video data distribution mechanism based on SVC. On one
hand, SVC based multicast scheme provides differentiated
services to community users with varying channel conditions,
which improves the adaptability of system. On the other
hand, user attributes are used to control SVC encoding and
forwarding so as to meet the needs of different edge users.

III. N ODE RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS

A. Virtual Community

The social attributes, which describe the long-term interac-
tion behavior between users, are stable [33]. Using parameters
associated with social attributes, users can make the best use
of temporary link to complete the distribution of video data.
In addition, virtual community is a cooperative organization
composed of user devices, which can opportunistically share
resources and dynamically connect nodes. As shown in Fig.
1, virtual communities are marked with different colors and
users are going to or have arrived at their interest points. As
mentioned in the introduction, in traditional video distribution
mode, each user obtains desired content from BS indepen-
dently. While multiple users access the same content, BS
will transmit the content repeatedly. Such transmission mode
not only increases the burden of BS, but also decreases the
resource utilization of the network. Therefore, we propose a
virtual community model which can alleviate the load of BS
through collaboration among edge users. Different from the
usual communities based on the location, the virtual communi-
ties can be established in a self-organized manner according to
the interest preference of users [34]. Users in units of clusters
send request to BS based on their physical location at current
time, which greatly avoids redundant transmission of video,

so as to achieve the purpose of saving energy for BS. Finally,
users share data with each other by exploiting the regularity
of their activities.

Fig. 1. The distribution of users in virtual communities

Virtual communities have dynamic characteristics, so it is
necessary to update the node information in real-time. In this
paper, Mobile Management Entity (MME) receives, updates
and manages the node information through the Cooperative
Control Server (CCS). The function of CCS is similar to
the cluster-head or cloud-head, which accesses the mobile
node within the community in a centralized way. In addition,
this architecture can take advantage of both centralized and
distributed architectures to deliver video in a ”best effort”
manner at the edge of the network.

In addition, to meet the requirements of different users
for video services, as well as the dynamically changing
network environment, H.264/SVC standards was developed by
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in 2007 [35].
The basic idea is that the video is encoded into one base
layer (BL) and one or more enhancement layers (ELs), and
each layer containing the information relative to a quality
level. The basic quality of the video stream is guaranteed by
providing the user with the base layer. The quality of video
can be improved as the number of received enhancement layers
increases. An enhancement layer can be decoded if and only if
all enhancement layers below it are received. Therefore, SVC-
based sharing mechanism provides a degree of freedom by
matching video stream characteristics to user device capability
and the social characteristics of different users. For ease of
searching, Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper.

B. Virtual Communities Establishment

To improve the utilization of network resources, we in-
troduce interest similarity to distinguish users, that is, users
determine their affiliation with community by comparing the
interest similarity with others. In this paper, the similarity of
interest between users is obtained by collaborative filtering
method, and this approach can be used to analyze and predict
acquisition of user groups who own similar behavior or
preference, namely, the users have similar interests primarily
because they are interested in the same contents.
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TABLE I. Notations

Notation Destination Notation Destination
N(ui) The preference set of userui Sui,uj

The similarity degree between userui and uj

At, Ct The users set and coalition set after iterationt times x
pk
ui

(t) The interest degree for pointpk of userui at time t
D(ui, uj) The difference of interest position betweenui and uj λ The number of collaborative cluster
Mx

l
The number of users in the cooperative clusterPx

l
Rx

max, rx
min

The highest and low link rate in cooperative cluster
rmin The lowest link rate for all interested users T0 The base layer after SVC
T1, T2, · · ·Tγ−1 The enhancement layer, respectively Eui

The residual energy of userui

µu
i

The enhancement layers received by userui via BS µui
The enhancement layers received by userui via D2D

tD The user tolerance delay gτ (x) Userui preferences for videoτ playback quality

For a given userui and uj , let N(ui) andN(uj) denote
their preference set respectively, which can be obtain by ana-
lyzing the history records. Assuming that the total number of
videos isM in a certain period. User access to the videok can
be represented by a binary random variableak, which is equal
to 1 if the user caches the videom, otherwiseak = 0. Thus
N(ui) = {ai1, ai2, · · ·aiM} and N(uj) = {aj1, aj2, · · ·ajM}
define the interest vectors of userui and uj for video set,
respectively. Thereby, the interest similarity between userui

and uj can be derived from the Jaccard coefficient [36], as
shown in Eq. (1)

Sui,uj
=

|N(ui) ∩N(uj)|
|N(ui) ∪N(uj)|

(1)

where0 ≤ Sui,uj
≤ 1. Obviously, the lager value ofSui,uj

,
the more similar the user’s interest preference. Subsequently,
the similarity degree between userui and the others is obtained
according to the Eq. (1), and arranged in descending order to
constitute the user’sui preference sequence.

In order to achieve better experience through collaboration
between users, the user invites others with the highest interest
similarity to join the virtual community, and users in the same
community can achieve higher video quality by sharing the
cache. In the process, since user invites the most preferred
one from current sequence to join the coalition, they can not
be out of the current coalition and construct a new coalition to
collect more data. Therefore, users are divided into different
virtual communities dynamically according to their preference
sequences. To further exploit the stable social relationship, and
improve data forwarding efficiency accordingly, the coalition
game model is employed to describe the relationship among
users to minimize the virtual community difference. As can be
seen, dividing users into multiple virtual communities accord-
ing to the users’ preference sequence can be transformed into
a coalition game problem, and the optimal virtual community
solution can be achieved by acquiring the core solution of the
coalition game.

In this paper, each user can only belong to a virtual
community, who holds the interest in a short time, so the
virtual communities formed via interest similarity between
users with strong stability, and all the coalitions are found via
iteration manner. The procedures are as follows: For the first
iterationt = 1, the number of users|A1| =N and coalition set
C1=∅, userui is selected fromA1 arbitrarily. Then userui

sends an invitation message to one who have highest interest
similarity. If it has not been involved in any coalitions, user

ui will receive “accept” message, and then marks the user as
uopt
i and make it join the coalition. However, if the user has

involved in other coalition or replied “reject” message, userui

will continue to invite the next user in preference sequence.
Useruopt

i who accepts the invitation starts to invite the next
user with highest interest similarity based on its preference
sequence, and the invitation process is repeated, until the
original userui is invited to join the coalition, and then the
first iteration ends. At the second iterationt = 2, the users
who have already belonged to the coalitionC1 are removed,
that is,A2 = A1/C1. Then coalitionC2 is built from users
set A2. In the iterationt, users who belong to the previous

coalition
t−1
∑

k=1

Ck is removed, namely,At = A1/
t−1
∑

k=1

Ck. This

process is repeated until the set of usersAt = ∅, the iteration
ends.

C. Cluster Cooperation

According to the above method, the logical relationship
between users is obtained based on the similarity of the pre-
ferred content. However, users with strong mobility, and their
daily activities have certain regularity, thus the geographical
distribution of users should also be analyzed. In addition,
users are allowed to receive the corresponding video within
the tolerance timetD to enhance the user experience.

Users with mobility will access multiple geographic points
of interest on their trajectories. Hence, the Point of Interest
(PoI) tracks the location of particular users in chronological
order.Pi = {pt1i , pt2i , · · · ptki } is used to represent the location
of a user in different epochs. In most cases, the daily activities
of users are with strong regularity. Fig. 2 is a two-dimensional
graph of users position-time regularity obtained by statistical
analysis over a period of time. Obviously, there is a greater
chance of encountering between user 1 and 3 in the period of
t2 ∼ t4, while the probability of encountering between user 1
and 2 is larger in the period oft4 and t9.

Assuming that users in the virtual community formed by
the coalition game are recorded asM = {u1, u2, · · · , uM};
the PoI of userui is Ui = {up1

i , up2

i , · · · , upki

i }. All users’
PoIs are counted in the community and expressed asΨM =
U1 ∪ U2 ∪ · · · ∪ UM and |ΨM | = K, respectively.

The preference of various users to different PoI can be
known according to the users’ PoI for a given period. The
larger appearance times clearly indicates the higher interest
degree for a certain interest point. Thus, the preference degree
of userui for pk is obtained by the ratio between the number
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Fig. 2. Users location-timing diagram

of times user reaching the PoI and the total number of times.
Therefore,xpk

ui
is given by

xpk
ui

=
mactul

θ
(2)

In Eq. (2), letmactual denotes the number of times that
user ui at pk, and θ indicates the total number of records.
wherexpk

ui
(t) denotes the interest degree of userui for point

pk in time t, and 0 ≤ xpk
ui

≤ 1,
K
∑

k=1

xpk
ui

= 1, respectively.

Furthermore, the interest degree for all points of userui as
shown in Eq. (3):

Xui
(t) = (x

p
1

ui (t), x
p
2

ui (t), · · · , xpK
ui

(t)) (3)

At time t, the interest of userui anduj for given pointPk,
namelyxpk

ui
(t) andxpk

uj
(t) are different [37]. The difference of

interest between users is smaller, the similarity of trajectories
and behaviors is more higher. The average of the interest
difference for each location between userui anduj defines as
their degree of interest difference, as shown in Eq. (4):

D(ui, uj) =

K
∑

k=1

|xpk
ui

− xpk
uj
|

K
(4)

where D(ui, uj) denotes the difference of interest position
between userui anduj, and0 < D(ui, uj) ≤ 1. In particular,
whenD(ui, uj) = 1 indicates that two users share no interest
point.

According to users location in the virtual community at time
t, PoIs are divide intok × k grid areas, namely cluster as
shown in Fig. 3. The maximum distance in the same cluster
is the communication rangeR between D2D users, where
the k equals tok = (INT

√
L) + 1, and thek × k grid

areas are denoted asP = {p1, p2, · · · pl · · · , pk2}. BS selects
optimal matching user according to the degree of preference
for each location of interest at timet. The optimal matching
user means the user with the highest degree of preference for
pl. Let Upl

optimal indicates the users who satisfy the constraint
Pl = {P |max{Xui

(t)}}. In other words, the cluster contains
users with the lowestD(ui, uj) at time t.

If BS multicasts video data to all clusters, huge resources
will be consumed. In this paper, BS selectsλ clusters as

collaborative ones according to distances between it and the
users with the highest link rate in each cluster. If there are
equal distances, a cluster with a higher number of users is
preferred. Obviously, the value ofλ is closely related to the
user experience and BS energy consumption. Ifλ is small, the
number of transmission from BS to clusters reduces; at the
same time, the number of users increases who do not receive
desired video data in the duration oftD. These users should
obtain contents from BS directly, thus, it has little effects on
offload BS traffic. On the contrary, users obtain the full video
at a high probability in limited time and gain better QoE
rapidly, but that raises the number of transmissions of BS,
leading to a significant increase in BS energy consumption.
Therefore, the optimal value ofλ is critical to the overall
system.

Fig. 3. Network coverage division

Without loss of generality, it assumes that the set of coop-
erative cluster isPco = {p1

l
, · · · , px

l
, · · · pλ

l
}, 1 ≤ λ ≤ L. The

number of users in the cooperative clusterpx
l

is Mx
l (M

x
l ≥ 3).

In order to reduce energy consumption of BS, while ensuring
that all users can receive basic video service in real time, let
Rx

max denotes the highest link rate in the cooperative cluster
px

l
, and rmin indicates the lowest link rate for all interested

users. All users can be guaranteed to obtain low quality videos
via receiving and decoding the base layer with the multicast
ratermin. Meanwhile, in order to get the optimal cooperative
cluster numberλ, BS selects the maximum transmission rate in
the cluster as the multicast rate, and users with “poor” channel
quality selectively receive the enhancement layers according
to their capabilities. Therefore, whenλx satisfies the constraint
condition is given by

T0

rmin
· PBS +

λx
∑

x=1

γ−1
∑

i=1

Ti

Rx
max

· PBS ≤
T0 +

γ−1
∑

i=1

Ti

rmin
· PBS (5)

It is concluded thatλ = λx, namely there areλx clusters
that receive videos via BS multicast. Where the right side
of the inequation represents the energy consumption which
BS directly multicasts the video data to all interested users;
(T0/rmin) · PBS represents the energy consumption which
BS multicasts the base layer to all interested users, and
γ−1
∑

i=1

Ti/Rmax indicates the shortest transmission time required
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for BS multicasting all enhancement layers to the clusterpx
l
. In

addition, there areγ(γ ≥ 1) video layers, whereT0 denotes the
base layer andT1, T2, · · ·Tγ−1 represent all the enhancement
layers.

By simplifying the above inequation, the constraint forλx

can be denoted by

λx
∑

x=1

1

Rx
max

≤ 1

rmin
(6)

Since BS multicasts the video data to the cooperative cluster,
the priority order of the multicast is decided by the distance.
Therefore, from the above inequation, it is obvious that the
inequationRx

max ≥ rmin, namelyλx ≥ 1, showing that at
least one cooperative cluster receives all enhancement layers.

IV. EDGE COLLABORATIVE SHARING

Many studies have shown that the functions associated with
wireless communication will consume more energy compared
with any other component on the mobile device [38]. As
mentioned in the introduction, the data sharing typically incurs
additional energy overheads [39]- [40], which reduces device
operation time, and ultimately results in reducing the user’s
QoE [41], [42]. In order to reduce the energy consumption,
an edge collaborative sharing mechanism based on SVC is pro-
posed. Users have different social attributes and social relation-
ships, which will lead to different transmission preferences,
and provides different service priorities for receiving user.
Therefore, user attributes are used to control SVC encoding
and video data forwarding, which not only effectively reduces
energy consumption of transmitters, but also makes the video
distribution process more flexible and easier to control [43],
[44]. It also balances the relationship between users’ QoE
with BS load by above Eq. (5). In this paper, the process
of edge collaborative sharing follows a two phase cooperative
communication: in phase 1, BS transmits the video data to
users; in phase 2, the users who successfully received the video
data in phase 1 shared the received data to other edge users.

A. Videos Distribution Model

In this subsection, a video distribution scenario is con-
structed. As shown in Fig. 4, to provide the basic video service
for all users, the base layer is always multicast when BS
multicasts the layered bitstream [45]. Apparently, the video
quality improves as the number of received enhancement
layers increases. Besides, the user with the highest link rate at
the current time is denoted asuw, whose rate is selected as the
multicast rate, meanwhile,uw receives all enhancement layers
from BS. Other users selectively receive video data according
to location and residual energy. If users are not satisfied with
the video quality, they would receive more enhancement layers
from other edge users. Assume that residual energy of userui

is Eui
, and the distance between BS and userui is denoted

by dc,ui
. Specifically, the number of enhancement layers that

user ui can receive is proportional toEui
, but inversely

proportional todc,ui
. In addition, Take useruw as a reference,

other users’ reception rateηi is given by

ηi = (
Eui

dc,ui

)/(
Eum

dc,um

) (7)

In addition, the enhancement layers received by userui can
be calculated by

µi = INT (ηi · (γ − 1)) (8)

where (γ − 1) indicates the total number of enhancement
layers, andηi denotes the reception rate of userui relative
to useruw.

As illustration in Fig. 4, all users receive the base layer
from BS, while two user receive all enhancement layers
in cooperative cluster 1. user 1 with the highest link rate,
whose rate is selected as multicast rate, so user 1 receives all
enhancement layers. For user 3,ηu3

≥ 1 is calculated by Eq.
(7), so user 3 also obtains all enhancement layers. Similarly,
ηu2

< 1, so user 2 obtainsT1 andT2.

Fig. 4. Video distribution model

B. Video Distribution from Base Station

As mentioned above, BS multicasts the base layer to all
interested users and multicasts the enhancement layers to
each cooperative cluster. Besides, in order to ensure that
all users can receive the minimum quality video, the lowest
transmission ratermin is selected for multicast the base layer.
Meanwhile, to obtain the optimal cooperative cluster number,
we choose the highest link rate as multicast enhancement
layers rate.

The user with “poor” channel quality selectively receives
enhancement layers according to own location and energy. In
this paper, assuming thatPBS is the transmitting power of
BS, the channel gain between BS and userui is hc,ui

, so
the received signal of userui can be denoted byPBShc,ui

. In
general, channels are assumed to follow Rayleigh distribution,
the distance between BS and userui is denoted bydc,ui

, and
the channel fading factor and Gaussian channel coefficient are
denoted by∂ andh0, respectively. Because the communication
between BS and user is under the impact of their distance and
channel fading, the channel gain between them can be denoted
by

hc,ui
= d−∂

c,ui
h0 (9)

In addition, the noise of the received signal is composed
of the additive Gaussian white noisen0B, and the same
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frequency interference noise by D2D userux. In this paper, the
link channel of user is assumed to be shared by only a single
pair of D2D users. Therefore, the noise of received signal
by userui can be denoted byPux

hc,ux
+ n0B. Furthermore,

according to the Shannon equation, the transmission rate
between BS and user can be denoted by Eq. (10):

Rc,ui
= Blog2(1 +

PBShc,ui

Pux
hc,ux

+ n0B
) (10)

It assumeEui
is the available energy when userui joins

the virtual community.T0/rmin+
µi
∑

k=1

Tk/R
x
max represents the

required time to receive the video data from BS, andPui,r is
the receiving power of userui, so the energy consumption of

userui is (T0/rmin +
µi
∑

k=1

Tk/R
x
max) · Pui,r. Therefore, the

residual energy of userui can be calculated by Eq. (11):

Eui
= Eui

− (
T0

rmin
+

µi
∑

k=1

Tk

Rx
max

) · Pui,r (11)

In this phase,cc,ui
=

µi
∑

γ=1
Tγ denotes enhancement layers

received by userui, whereµi = INT (ηi · (γ − 1)) indicates
the number of enhancement layers. LetT0/rmin represent the
required time to transmit the base layer to all interested users,
and T0/rmin · Pc,s indicates the energy consumption which
BS directly multicasts the base layer to all interested users.
Similarly, cxc,ui

/Rx
max denotes the time at which the enhance-

ment layer is transferred to cooperative cluster. Therefore, BS’s
energy consumption can be denoted by

Emulticast = (
T0

rmin
+

λ
∑

x=1

Mx
l

∑

l=1

cxc,ui

Rx
max

) · Pc,s (12)

In this section, BS multicasts all enhancement layers to
clusters in order until the energy consumption of BS does
not satisfy Eq. (5).

C. Video Sharing under Virtual Communities Collaboration

In this section, we utilize social characteristics and mobility
of users to transfer some core network functions to the network
edge; meanwhile, make full use of temporary link established
among users instead of BS to complete the transmission of
video. Hence, the number of transmissions through BS should
be minimized by the cooperation of edge users.

1) Intra-Cluster Data Forwarding: In order to enhance the
quality of video, users selectively receive enhancement layers
according to their own position and energy [46]. There are
some video coding strategies [52] [47] [48], which could be
applied before the data forwarding. In [52], an efficient algo-
rithm for reducing the computational complexity of multiple
view coding has been proposed. [47] investigated a fast motion
estimation (ME) method to reduce the encoding complexity of
the H.265/HEVC encoder. In [48], a content similarity based
fast reference frame selection algorithm has been proposed
for reducing the computational complexity of the multiple
reference frames based interframe prediction. However, users

have different preferences for multimedia playback quality.
Some users may not satisfied with the current video quality,
so they expect to receive more enhancement layers to recover
higher quality. In addiction, residual energy of user will have
a serious impact on the edge communication process. In
view of the above situation, we allow the user to multicast
enhancement layers to other users, and multicast useruw is
selected according to residual energy of the device.

In the D2D communication based mobile edge collaboration
phase, assuming thatPuw

is transmitting power of D2D user
uw. According to the Shannon Eq. (9), the transmission rate
between D2D users can be denoted byruw,ux

. Traditionally,
if user multicasts a video stream to other users according to
the “good” channel, user with a “poor” channel may fail to
decode packets. To avoid the situation above, in this paper,
the multicast rate is determined by “worst” channel quality as
shown in Eq. (13):

rxmin = min{ruw,ux
}, x 6= w, x ⊂ px

l
(13)

where the multicast rate between useruw and other users in
the cluster isrxmin, andpxl denotes the x-th cooperative cluster,
which hasMx

l
users.

User uw multicasts the received enhancement layers
∑

k∈[1,γ−1]

Tk to others in the cluster. The transmission delay

is t =
∑

k∈[1,γ−1]

Tk/r
x
min. Therefore, the energy consumed by

useruw to send the data can be calculated by

E(w)
co,s =

∑

k∈[1,γ−1]

Tk

rxmin

Puw ,s (14)

In addition, define user’s preference for multimedia quality
asgτ (x), where0 ≤ gτ (x) ≤ 1 is a generalized function that
can be obtained by fitting the actual data.gτ (x) denotes the
personalized video services provided to users. Therefore, the
energy consumed for receiving data on the D2D communica-
tion link can be given by

E(x)
co,r =

Mx
min
∑

x=1

Tµx
+Tµx+1

· · ·+TINT(gτ (x)·(γ−1))

rxmin

·Pux,r (15)

where x denotes users exceptuw in the cluster P x
l

;
INT (gτ (x) · (γ − 1)) − µx indicates the enhancement layer
that userux failed to receive.

With the above mentioned edge collaboration structure, the
multimedia distribution within the cluster is divided into the
following two cases:

Case 1: If the residual energy of useruw is sufficient to
multicast some or all of enhancement layers to other users in
the cluster, the situation satisfies Eq. (16):

Eum
≥

∑

k∈[1,γ−1]

Tk

rxmin

· Pum
(16)

where
∑

k∈[1,γ−1]

Tk represents the demand enhancement layers

of other users, andrxmin indicates the lowest link rate between
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useruw and other users in the cluster. In this case, the multicast
is performed by useruw.

Case 2: If the residual energy of useruw does not satisfy the
constraint in Eq. (16). In this case,ηi > 1 indicates that user
ui is superior to useruw in the residual energy and location at
this current time, so userui receives all enhancement layers.
The condition satisfiesEui

> Euw
. Thus the multicast is

performed by userui, so users in the cluster are able to
receive the desired video data. If the residual energy of user
ui still does not satisfy the condition (15), userui performs
the multicasting according to the value of the enhancement
layer in order, which is determined by users requirements, so
it can not meet the needs of all users. Similarly, ifηi ≤ 1, user
uw multicasts enhancement layers to meet the requirements of
most users.

As depicted in Fig. 4, the residual energy of user 1 is
insufficient to multicast the required enhancement layer to
other users. In this case, the conclusionηu3

> 1 can be
drawn from Eq. (7), thus the multicast is performed by user
3. Based on the different preferences for video quality, users
can selectively receive the enhancement layer multicasted by
user 3 according to their own preference. As shown in Fig. 4,
user 2, 5 and 6 will continue receive the enhancement layers,
while user 4 is no longer receives any video data.

To summarize, there exists at least one user in collaborative
cluster receiving all enhancement layers. In particular, if the
residual energy of useruw does not satisfy the constraint of Eq.
(16), it multicasts in order by counting the enhancement layers
of all users’ requests. Useruw finishes the multicasting until
the residual energy is insufficient to complete the transmission
of a certain enhancement layer, where the enhancement layers
that userui desires to obtain isTµi+1, · · · , Tgτ (i)(γ−1). Since
the decoding of the enhancement layerTk relies on the former
Tk−1 layer, some users can not decode immediately after
receiving it, that is, the enhancement layers have potential
value. Subsequently, the adjacent user transmits the remaining
enhancement layers according to their similarity, thus the
enhancement layers with potential value transformed into
valuable ones, to provide the higher quality video services
after decoding.

2) Inter-Cluster Data Forwarding: To make full use of the
temporary link established between edge users. In this subsec-
tion, a SVC sharing mechanism based on social attributes of
users is proposed. Users decide what to share in the local cache
according to the similarity of proximity ones. Here,µui

=
INT ((γ − 1) · gτ (ui)) indicates the number of enhancement
layers that userui prefers; whileµui

= INT (Sux,ui
· µx)

denotes the number of enhancement layers actually received
via D2D communications. So the transmission can be divided
into three cases:

Case 1: Ifµui
≥ µui

, userui has finished receiving;
Case 2: Ifµui

< µui
and t < tD, userui will continue to

receive enhancement layers via other users untilµui
= µui

;
Case 3: Ifµui

< µui
and t > tD, userui will continue to

receive enhancement layers via BS.
According to user mobility analysis results given by Ref.

[49], the encounter interval between users can be described
by the Pareto distribution. It assumes thatTui,uj

denotes the

encounter interval between userui anduj. The complementary
cumulative distribution function ofTui,uj

can be calculated by

PrCDF
ui,uj

{

Tui,uj
> t
}

=

(

τmin
ui,uj

t

)αui,uj

,t ≥ τmin
ui,uj

(17)

where the parameterαui,uj
> 0 determines the shape of the

cumulative distribution function of encounter intervalTui,uj
,

andτmin
ui,uj

denotes the minimum possible value ofTui,uj
. Then

the probability that userui anduj meet each other at least once
during time periodtD is given by

Prmeet
ui,uj

(tD) = 1− PrCDF
ui,uj

{

Tui,uj
> tD

}

(18)

At the same time, the number of enhancement layers that
userux has cached isλx. The content to be transmitted by
BS is difference between the number of enhancement layers
desired by userui and actually obtainedλx in time tD, which
is given by

cBS =
Mx

l
∑

x=1,x 6=i

[

µui
∑

p=1
Tp − Prmeet

ui,ux
(tD)

µui
∑

q=1
Tq

]

(19)

Through above analysis, BS needs to directly transmit
cBS(ui) to userui, the transmission time iscBS(ui)/Rc,u

i
.

Hence, the energy consumption of BS at this phase is shown
in Eq. (20):

Ecellular=
∑

ui∈M

cBS(ui)

Rc,u
i

· Pc,s (20)

The total energy consumption of BS isEtotal = Ecellular+
Emulticast. With the above mentioned edge collaboration struc-
ture, the multimedia distribution among clusters is further
divided into the following two cases:

Case 1: IfEtotal ≤ (T0+
γ−1
∑

i=1

Ti)/rmin ·PBS, it indicates that

the total energy consumption of BS still satisfies constraint of
Eq. (5), In this case, BS sends the required enhancement layer
to each user individually.

Case 2: IfEtotal > (T0 +
γ−1
∑

i=1

Ti)/rmin · PBS, by counting

the enhancement layer of users’ content and requests, BS
multicasts them to meet the requirements of majority users.

By the above process, the highest link rate in the cluster
is selected as the multicast rate based on energy consumption
model to obtain the optimal cooperative cluster number. Then,
BS multicasts the encoded video data to cooperative clusters,
allowing users to selectively receive enhancement layers. In
the intra-cluster communication phase, the multicast users are
selected according to location and residual energy of devices
at the current time, which cooperates with BS to distribute the
video in the network edge. In the inter-cluster communication
phase, some core network functions are transferred to network
edge by utilizing user’s social characteristics and mobility, and
the burden on BS is minimized by the cooperation of edge
users. The pseudo code of algorithm 1, namely the edge col-
laborative sharing mechanism based on energy consumption
is shown below.
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Algorithm 1 Edge collaboration sharing mechanism
Initialization: Select cooperative clusterpx

l
;

User tolerance delaytD;
1: Intra-cluster sharing phase
2: The maximum link rate in the cluster is used as the

multicast rate, userum receives all enhancement layers,
Other users in the cluster receives part or all enhancement
layers according to Eq.(7)

3: if µx ≥ INT (gτ (x) · (γ − 1)) , ux ∈ P x
l then

4: Intra-cluster communication phase ends
5: else
6: if Eum

≥ (
∑

k∈[1,γ−1]

Tk/r
x
min) · Pum

or ηi < 1 then

7: User um multicasts the desired enhancement layers
to other users

8: else
9: Userui multicasts the desired enhancement layers to

others
10: end if
11: end if
12: END
13: Inter-cluster sharing phase
14: if INT ((γ − 1) · gτ (ui)) ≥ INT (Sux,ui

· µx) then
15: Userui has finished receiving
16: else
17: if t ≤ tD then
18: User ui continues to receive enhancement layers,

Until INT ((γ − 1) · gτ (ui)) ≥ INT (Sux,ui
· µx)

19: else

20: if Etotal ≤ (T0 +
γ−1
∑

i=1

Ti)/rmin · PBS then

21: BS sends the required enhancement layer to each
user individually

22: else
23: BS multicasts according to the value of enhance-

ment layers in order
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if
27: END

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this paper we evaluate the performance of the proposed
mechanism by using MATLAB. By exploiting user attributes
and SVC, the intra-cluster and inter-cluster video data forward-
ing can be reasonably achieved to reduce redundant transmis-
sions of BS. In this section, we provide various simulation
results to show the performance of the proposed algorithms
in terms of energy consumption, video transmission rate, and
video quality.

Without loss of generality, we use human mobility trace
datasets Infocom 06, which is real mobility trace and en-
counter of users [50]. The datasets records 98 iMotes’ contact
during the conference IEEE Infocom 2006 among which there
are 20 static iMotes and 78 mobile iMotes. In our simulation,
we use the 20 static iMotes as user’ interest points and 78
mobile iMotes as mobile users; Moreover, a measured video

standard scene based on SVC is utilized in this paper [51].
The video sequence is encoded using a Group of Picture
(GOP) structure, each GOP is formed by a number of encoded
video frames, which include I frame, P frame and B frame
respectively. We assume that maximum transmission range
of D2D is 50m, and the coverage radius of the base station
is 500m. The bandwidth for wireless transmission is 1MHz.
The power density of the Gaussian noise is -174 dB/Hz.
The multicast distance between BS and user with the highest
link rate in the cluster is denote byDB−cx . In addition,
to measuring the quality of received video and transmission
strategy, we consider the following three parameters:

PSNR: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is an standard
objective evaluation of video quality. It is a function related to
the mean square error between the original video frames and
processed video frames.

VDR: Video Delivery Rate (VDR) is defined as the ratio be-
tween the number of users receiving the desired enhancement
layers and the total number of video requesting users.

MOS: Mean Option Score (MOS) is a subjective evaluation
of the video quality by users.

A. Quantitative Analysis

In this paper, we analyze network performance from two
aspects: the computational complexity and the overhead of
energy.

1) Computational Complexity: In this paper, the analysis
of the computational complexity is mainly focused on the
establishment of the virtual community, and the complexity of
other processes is approximately linear. The establishment of
virtual community is to explore the paths beginning from each
user. Since each user will be visited once, the computational
complexity of the process isO(|Ct|). Therefore, the overall
computational complexity of all users isO(

∑T
t=1 |Ct|), where

T is the number of iterations. More specifically, if a path
forms a self-cycle with a path length of 1 and it is required to
visit the remaining users who do not belong to any virtual
community, the upper bound of computational overhead is
O(
∑T

t=1 |Ct| =
∑N

i=1 i = N(N+1)
2 ). If all the users form

a virtual community, that is, the path length isN , in this case,
the lower bound of computational overhead isO(N). Thus, the
mechanism overall has a computational complexity ofO(N2).

2) Energy Overhead: In this section, we analyze the upper
and lower limits of energy consumption at both the user’s
side and BS side. As mentioned above, the total energy
consumption of BS isEtotal, if the user has received the
required video during time periodtD, then no additional
transmission is required. In this scenario, the lower bound of
energy consumption is obtained, which is given by Eq. (21):

T0

rmin
· PBS +

λx
∑

x=1

γ−1
∑

i=1

Ti

Rx
max

· PBS ≤ Etotal (21)

On the contrary, as in the above case 2, the upper limit of
energy consumption can be calculated by Eq. (22):
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Etotal ≤
T0 +

γ-1
∑

i=1

Ti

rmin
· PBS +

∑

u′⊂N

Tu′

r
′

min

· PBS (22)

whereu′ denotes users who have not received the enhancement
layerTu′ , and the number of these users is less than or equal
to N − λ; r′ denotes the lowest rate of these users.

When the equality holds in Eq. (21), namely, the left side
of the inequation represents the total energy consumption of
BS. Therefore, the total energy consumption of the edge user
can be denoted by

Eu =

∑

k∈[1,γ−1]

Tk

rxmin

Pus
+
∑

u′⊂N

Tu′

rus,x

Pus,x (23)

In particular, when the number of usersu′ is equal toN−λ
and Tu′ = T1 are satisfied, at which point the total energy
consumption of the edge user is minimized, and the value is
0, because in this scenario, there is no communication between
the edge users.

B. Energy Consumption Analysis

To evaluate whether the proposed algorithms can help to
reduce the energy consumption of BS, we conduct series of
simulations, and two distribution mechanisms without consid-
erations of user attribute and SVC method are compared. The
offloading rate under various tolerant delay is shown in Fig. 5.
The offloading rate increases along with the growing tolerant
delay. When the multicast distance between BS and user with
the highest link rate in the cluster is small, the offloading
rate for BS is high, and the offloading rate tends to be flat
with the increase in the tolerant delay. This is because that
the probability of users encounter increases when the tolerant
delay increases. It can be seen from Eq. (10), when other
conditions keep the same, the transmission rate decreases as
the distance from BS to user increases. Under the constraint
condition Eq. (5), the number of cooperating clusters is
determined by the maximum transmission rate in the cluster,
that means the number of cooperative clusters increases as
the distance between BS and the user decreases. Obviously,
when the tolerant delay is small, the maximum offloading
ratio achieves up to 72.34%, and with the increase of tolerant
delay, the offloading rate achieves up to 92.04% eventually.
The varying tendencies of the curve of theDB−c = 100m
consistent withDB−c = 200m, this is because that the number
of cooperative clusters is the same in both cases.

The energy efficiency under various numbers of users is
shown in Fig. 6. Where the multicast distance between BS
and user with the highest link rate is about 200m, and the
tolerant delay is 1500s. Obviously, the energy efficiency of
all three mechanisms will increase as the number of users
in the virtual community increases. This is because there are
more opportunities for collaboration among edge users when
the number of users increases. For our proposed mechanism,
which employs the reasonable virtual community detection
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Fig. 5. The offloading rate under various tolerant delays

and SVC sharing mechanism based on the social charac-
teristics of users, so the energy efficiency is higher than
other two cases. For no user attribute mechanism, since the
data sharing typically incurs additional energy overheads, thus
some users are reluctant to provide their caches via D2D
communication. But compared with the third mechanism, the
application of SVC effectively reduces the energy consumption
of transmitters, so the transmitters are more willing to share
the cache with other users. According to numerical results,
our proposed mechanism can achieve 20.3% and 49.6% higher
energy efficiency respectively, when compared with the other
two cases.
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C. Video Transmission Strategy Analysis

The video delivery ratio under various distances from BS
to useruw is shown in Fig. 7. Apparently, the decrease of
the video delivery ratio along with the growing distance from
BS to useruw. This is due to the fact that the number of
cooperative clusters decreases as the distance from BS to
useruw increases, and hence the number of users receiving
the video data from the BS decreases dramatically. As can
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be seen, the ratio of delivery using proposed mechanism is
77.42% whent = 0, and 96.77% whent = 2000. The reason
is that there are more cooperation opportunities among users
when the tolerant delay increases, so users can improve video
delivery ratio through shared caching.
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Fig. 7. The video delivery ratio under various distances from
BS to userum

The video delivery rate under various numbers of users is
shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, as the number of users in
the virtual community increases, the video delivery rate of our
proposed mechanism presents the trend declines at the begin-
ning and then promotes. This is because as the number of users
increases, more cooperation opportunities raised among users,
and more benefits of utilizing user attribute becomes. On the
contrary, the video delivery rate of other two mechanisms have
been decreasing because of the data sharing typically incurs
additional energy overheads, and users are always resource
limited, so most users are reluctant to provide their caches
via D2D communication. Furthermore, the application of SVC
effectively reduces energy consumption of transmitters, thus
transmitters are more willing to share the cache with other
users. Results show that the proposed mechanism can make
up to around 21% performance gain over the solution that no
user attribute mechanism.

D. Video Quality Analysis

Fig. 9 illustrates the relationship between the video quality
PSNR and the average bit rate. Apparently, the video quality
of the proposed mechanism is higher than those of the video
distribution mechanism without using user attribute and SVC
method. This is because that the data sharing incurs additional
energy overheads, some users are reluctant to share their
caches via D2D communication; moreover, as the average bit
rate increases, the compressing and decoding rate increases
rapidly, and higher quality videos can be transmitted to users.
Fig. 10 shows the MOS of all three mechanisms. The different
color segments represent different experience qualities. When
the PSNR range is about20 ∼ 25, user’s subjective experience
quality is “poor”; 25 ∼ 31, 31 ∼ 37, 37 ∼ 40 indicate “Fair”,
“Good” and “Excellent”, respectively. As can be seen from the
Fig. 10, the subjective evaluation of the video quality by users
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Fig. 8. The video delivery rate under various number of users

grows as the PSNR increases. Results show that the proposed
mechanism improves the user experience.
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Fig. 9. The relationship between the video quality and the
average bit rate
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Fig. 11 reflects the video recovery performance of three
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mechanisms with Foreman and Aspen sequences. Obviously,
the quality of video frames of the proposed mechanism is
better than those of the video distribution mechanism without
using user attribute and SVC. According to Fig. 10, the
average PSNR of the proposed mechanism is higher than 35dB
and users’ MOS is “good” or “excellent”. But the other two
mechanisms are between 25dB to 35 dB. In these cases, the
MOS is “Fair” or “Good”. So the mechanism proposed in this
paper is better than the other two, making user’s experience
improve significantly.

Foreman Frame
No User attribute and SVC

               Mechanism                No User attribute Mechanism The proposed Mechanism

Aspen Frame
No User attribute and SVC

 Mechanism No User attribute Mechanism The proposed Mechanism

Fig. 11. The video recovery performance of three mechanisms
on Foreman and Aspen video sequence

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a social attributes-based
scalable video coding mechanism for video data distribution
at the edge of mobile network. Using the proposed scheme,
user’s social characteristics and mobility are exploited to
transfer some core network function to the network edge.
So the number of transmission of BS is minimized by the
cooperation of edge users. Besides, the use of SVC provides
users with different quality video services, reduces the packet
loss caused by multicast, enhances the QoE of users. Finally, a
multicast mechanism based on the energy consumption of BS
can substantially enhance the data delivery rate and network
resource utilization. Results have shown that BS load can
be dramatically reduced. In this paper, we investigated the
H.264/SVC in the proposed approach, which mainly consid-
ers the scalability and adaptability of video streaming. The
H.265/SHVC can also be applied in the proposed approach.
In our future work, we will also investigate how to exploit the
spectrum resources at off-peak time.
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